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IMPACT
REPORT

Our impact story: How we've impacted professionals,
organisations and underrepresented young people in 21/22



We’ve made great progress in widening
our global reach and within just one
programme we were able to reach
Future Leaders and professionals in 17
different countries, including Japan,
Israel and Albania. Our team has also
grown by 60% within the year, as we
welcomed 13 new team members in
2021/22! This means we’re able to
deliver greater impact to more
participants than ever before!

Community really has been the buzz
word in recent months as we continue
to test and expand events and ideas
beyond our core programme which
bring equity to our Future Leaders and
connect and inspire our professionals.
We have strengthened our relationships
with multiple partners and continue to
see the impact of our programme every
day. 

Coaching empowers all of our unique
Circl match pairs as they learn from a
different perspective. We hope that you
enjoy reading this report which
exemplifies our commitment to
providing equal impact for the
professionals and subsequently the
organisations they work for and the
Future Leaders who take part in our
programme.

Lastly, I wanted to extend a massive
thank you to everyone who makes our
programmes possible and indeed
excellent. This includes our partner
businesses, professionals, board
members, Circl facilitators and the Circl
team, but most importantly, our
incredible Future Leaders! 
Bring on 2022/23!

CEO
FOREWORD

This has been a year of
change for all, as we
move out of the
pandemic and back to
‘normality’ and with
this Circl has
continued to develop,
grow and flourish!

Charlie Stainforth, Circl CEO



Since being on the programme I see
myself being more intentional in my
personal and professional life. Applying
the coaching skills with my Circl match
gave me the confidence to be more
articulate when speaking to others and I
can see a clear difference in the
relationships I cultivate personally and
professionally. Being able to be a part of
someone’s journey and facilitate a space
where they could reach the goals they set
for themselves continues to have a
resounding impact on me. 

Life since graduating has been very
colourful! I have been able to use the
skills I gained through the programme to
add to the freelance coaching I do for
young adults transitioning from education
to the professional world. I have also
incorporated the skills from the
programme into the volunteer work I do
with children who attend public schools in
Ghana. Allowing the individuals I work with
to believe in the agency they have and
design a bright future for themselves has
helped me notice that holding space for
one another is key to facilitating
transformation.

FUTURE LEADER 
FOREWARD

It’s an honour to introduce Circl’s impact
report 2021/2022 especially as the
programme personally had such an impact
on me. The leadership programme at Circl
introduced me to new levels of self-
awareness which has helped me foster a
greater sense of self-responsibility. 

Leadership is a position I used to think
was gatekept by people who didn’t look
like me (a young black woman from a
working-class family) nor have my
experiences. Growing up, society told
me that there were not many positions
of leadership available to people like
me, mostly because I never really saw
individuals like me occupying such
spaces. Working in the unconventional
world of coaching has made it clear that
leadership starts with ourselves and our
journey. I now lead and create spaces
for myself and others who have been
marginalised due to their economic and
social environment. The Circl leadership
programme and coaching has taught me
that creating healthy empowering
spaces gives people a sense of self
agency. Being a supportive and
resourceful bank to those who come to
me and embracing their differences
shows me that with the right heart and
intention, we are capable of achieving
our purpose. Now leadership to me
looks like creating a space that is
psychologically, emotionally and
physically safe for those around me.

Together, I firmly believe that we can
build a world where anyone, regardless
of their background, can learn to lead. I
hope that you enjoy reading this report
and finding out about the impact that
the Circl programme is having on its
participants.

By Stacey Ampiah-Roberts,
Dext, Cohort 3



PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 

The data in the report covers the time
period September 2021 - September 2022.



 

A YEAR IN NUMBERS
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2021/2022 has been our busiest year yet! 
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with professionals
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with Future Leaders:

CIRCL AROUND THE WORLD



IMPACT FOR OUR FUTURE LEADERS

of Future Leaders
said they stepped
out of their comfort
zone during or as a
result of the
programme

of Future Leaders
said they have
become a more
inclusive leader as
a result of the
programme

average increase in
confidence when
meeting new people
(from pre to post
programme)

SUPPORTING UNDER-
REPRESENTED YOUNG
PEOPLE:“I have seen a change in myself. One major one is being

more confident in public speaking. I am able to voice my
opinions/ answers in a more articulate and powerful way
to a group of people. This is something that I haven't
been able to do in the past.” 
Future Leader, Arcadis Cohort 2 

“Circl allowed me to meet professionals and network
with them. This was a great opportunity to learn more
about different career fields I would like to go into and
build connections.” 
Future Leader, CBRE 

“This experience has been eye-opening as well as
educational. I couldn't have been matched with a better
person, she has encouraged, helped and inspired me. It
has been great to learn alongside her and even greater to
know that our friendship will go beyond the programme…
It has also been great for me to be matched with
someone I can build and maintain a relationship with,
this is not one of my strengths. I have learned how to
communicate better in a casual sense which will be great
for when I enter a new workplace.”
Future Leader, Pepper Advantage 

71% 96% 14%

IN THEIR OWN WORDS:

46%

31%

69%

of Future
Leaders were
eligible for free
school meals

of Future
Leaders were
the first in their
family to go to
University

of Future
Leaders were
from an ethnic
minority
background



1) How did the Circl Programme
support you in achieving your
career goals?

Being coached allowed me to
come to some decisions I had
been grappling with for a while,
gaining new insights on old issues.
It also facilitated my interview
preparation, allowing me to create
a concrete to-do list and I
received great encouragement
from the professionals at
Domestic & General. Regular
meetings with my match also
created a sense of accountability
which kept me going during lots
of applications.

2) In what ways did the Circl
Programme increase your
confidence? 

Circl increased my confidence at
interviews, as I used the coaching
tools I learnt to communicate
better. After speaking with
numerous professionals in my
Circl cohort, I felt much less
intimidated at interviews with
increased commercial awareness. 

Peer coaching also gave me the
space to adequately think through
and prepare for upcoming
challenges so I was much more
confident when they arose. 

3) What impact did your Circl
Match have on your career goals? 

She really encouraged me,
highlighting my strengths, wins
and cheering me on. She has also
been very generous with
networking opportunities for me
too. 

It was also great to meet
someone in a similar position to
that in which I might see myself
in 10 years time. Seeing her
career trajectory and where she
is now personally and
professionally is really inspiring. 

4) How do you think you will use
your new coaching and
leadership skills in your new
role? 

As an intern, I’ll probably use
coaching less in a leadership
sense, but more in how I listen to
and communicate with others.
Coaching has taught me to listen
more than you speak and to
create space for others to work
towards their own solutions,
rather than advising them
straight away. This also gives
them more conviction to follow
through as the solution came
from them.

Ruby McDaid 
Programme: Domestic and General Cohort 3 
Partner: University of Leeds 

FUTURE LEADER IMPACT



1) What impact did your Circl
Match have on your career goals? 
My Circl Match was a manager
and she has helped me
understand a different
perspective. She allowed me to
understand the importance of
setting boundaries at work. She
has supported my career goals by
always reassuring me and
reaffirming my confidence telling
me how I inspire her to also be
independent and confident in my
own decisions.

2) In what other ways did Circl
help you achieve your career
goals?
I have been able to access a range
of Circl events to support my
career ambitions. The team has
helped me massively in my search
for internships and graduate
schemes. They keep me informed
about career opportunities
through the LinkedIn groups. 

Bhavisha Valgi 
Programme: Hallmark Care Homes

Partner: City Micro Placement
 
 

There are also many networking
opportunities for you to meet
other Circl alumni and refine your
coaching techniques and learn new
skills. In addition to this, when I
have struggled with interviews, the
team organised a session to help
me with my interview skills and
gave me tips which have been
invaluable to my career journey.
This improved my confidence
vastly.

Coaching has taught me what it
means to be a leader, rather than
a boss or manager. Through this, I
applied for an internship which
helps other businesses improve
their leadership style, through
teaching them coaching and
leadership skills. This has brought
me purpose, knowing that I am
contributing to the younger
generation and creating a more
inclusive environment for people of
diverse backgrounds to thrive in
the professional world!

FUTURE LEADER IMPACT



IMPACT FOR OUR PROFESSIONALS

said they have
become a more
inclusive leader
as a result of
programme

said they stepped
out of their
comfort zone
during or as a
result of being on
the programme

said that
completing the
programme has had
an impact on their
team/department
or organisation 

“Working with young people from such
different backgrounds was very enriching. It
made a bigger difference when trying to coach
and not mentor, listening and not giving my
opinion. It made me understand how different
people live different situations, and the best
option in many cases is to help them get to
their own conclusions instead of giving them
the answer I think is the right one.”
Professional, Benevolent AI Cohort 3

“I believe that participating in the Circl
programme played a contributing factor to my
recent promotion, the TGROW questions have
really helped me lead my team to realise their
own potential and their own knowledge. This
has given them confidence and the drive to
achieve more and push themselves. It's also
helped me in my work and personal life using
emotional intelligence and getting to the root
cause of the problem.”
Rob Byrom, Professional, Hallmark
Programme

89% 73% 61%



“It's a game changer in how to unlock potential in situations and in
others… I've changed my style and approach. It has made me better at
my job.” 
Professional, Wieden +Kennedy

IMPACT FOR OUR PROFESSIONALS

"I liked the way it connected
people from all over the world
with the same goal: to become
more inclusive. I liked that it
gave participants confidence in
their ability to solve their own
challenges. I liked that it taught
us how to help others by
empowering them…. And finally,
I liked this programme because,
even though it sounds a bit
corny, it is ultimately about
making the world a better
place.” 

Professional, Suez Cohort 2

“I really enjoyed meeting and
working with my Circl match.
The match provided a different
perspective on some of the
topics we discussed and was
very effective in coaching me. I
would like to thank them for
their active participation
without which the experience
wouldn't be the same for me. I
hope I helped my match find
ways to achieve her goals and I
can certainly say that she
helped and motivated me.” 

Professional, GoCardless



IMPACT FOR
OUR CLIENTS

of respondents
agreed that the
listening skills of
professionals who
had completed our
programme had
improved.

of respondents
agreed that the
leadership skills
of professionals
who had
completed our
programme had
improved.

of respondents
agreed that the
professionals who
had completed
our programme
are now more
empathetic
leaders.

of respondents
agreed that the
communication
skills of
professionals who
had completed
our programme
had improved.

of colleagues
believed that the
Circl programme
had been time
well spent for the
participant
involved.

“To form an even closer partnership
with our customers and to genuinely
help them succeed, Circl has
introduced a brand new Customer
Success team. Our Customer Success
Managers are our dedicated partners
working with customers to proactively
assist, delight and create long-term
impact across our client organisations.

This involves activities such as joint
success planning, identifying
opportunities for further value-add
and deeper awareness of business
objectives.” 

Paulina, Circl Customer Success Lead

77%74% 65% 75% 66%

We analyse the wider team and work culture impact of
professionals being on our programme through client surveys
and our 360 surveys. The 360 surveys are completed by the
professional particpants' line managers, direct reports and peers
of professionals who have been through our programmes. 

IMPACT AT AN ORGANISATIONAL LEVEL:
Feedback from Landsec: “Circl is a brilliant
opportunity for any business. It is a completely
different way of approaching leadership
training. For an organisation genuinely
committed to long-term social impact it
makes perfect sense to get involved.”

Feedback from CBRE: “Early signs are that the
programme has developed greater confidence
in our leadership population and given them
tools to use both professionally and
personally. It's also created a greater
awareness for our leaders about some of the
challenges that these under-represented
young people may face as they embark on
their careers.”

Attracting young and diverse talent: 
58% of the FLs were interested in joining the
professional organisations which they worked
with during the course of the programme. We
have successfully supported the recruitment
of eight Future Leaders at our client
organisations.

This year we
established a
Customer
Success Team,
with the
following
purpose:



Why did Suez WTS partner with Circl?

At the start of 2021 global discussions were
taking place in our business about our
leadership culture and how to move from a
command and control style of leadership
to a more inclusive approach with leaders
coaching and collaborating with their
teams on a more regular basis. 

The more I learned about Circl, the more I
was hooked. For me, it’s the combination
of leadership development and social
impact that makes the programme stand
out. Less than 6 months after first learning
about Circl we launched a pilot
programme. Earlier this year we launched
two full cohorts. In both our pilot and
subsequent cohorts we set Circl a
challenge to select a diverse range of
participants from those that expressed an
interest from within our organisation. They
delivered on this and the programme in
general – our most recent cohorts had
participants from 17 countries!

 
What value at an organisational level have
you seen from your partnership with Circl?

We have worked with the Circl team to
understand the immediate and longer term
impact of the partnership. 

Through the Circl programme we have seen
participants learn and apply new skills in
both their personal and professional lives
to make a meaningful impact. 

I know that one participant in particular
has improved relationships with their direct
reports, peers, line manager and their own
family as a result of taking part in the
programme.

We had the pleasure of welcoming Future
Leaders to one of our EMEA Inclusion &
Diversity Council meetings. Alongside their
Circl matches, the Future Leaders shared
the experience of their time on the
programme and the personal impact
involvement in the programme had had on
them. Helping us to provide meaningful
ways in which employees can develop new
skills and make a social impact makes a
huge contribution to the engagement of our
employees.

Having a growing Circl alumni also pushes
us to do more. We are currently exploring
opportunities for previous Circl participants
to coach members of our extended
leadership team and identify other
opportunities for them to keep their
coaching practice relevant and retain their
newfound skills. 

 What makes Circl unique?

Many providers offer the ability to enrol
employees in a coaching programme. I am
yet to find another organisation like Circl
that offers participants the ability to learn
how to coach, to be coached by someone
else and to deliver a meaningful social
impact at the same time. But, Circl can and
does do more. It provides your employees
with a way to have a direct and positive
impact on another person’s life within a 3
month period. Not many programmes can
offer that!

Case Study: 
Ben Izzett, People Development Leader
– Europe, Suez Water Technologies &
Solutions (WTS)

CLIENT IMPACT



IMPACT FOR
OUR PARTNERS
Our Future Leader Partners are amazing organisations that work directly with young
people from under-represented backgrounds. They can include universities, schools,
charities and other social enterprise organisations. We have worked with 24 partners
between September 2021 - 2022. We work with partners who support apprentices, Care
Leavers, Refugees, University and college students. These partners work across the UK,
Europe, South Africa and USA.

Why did your University decide to partner
with Circl? 

The programme offers a unique experience
for students that we haven’t seen
replicated anywhere else. The focus on the
widening participation cohort is something
that Royal Holloway University of London
are keen to support and is a key priority
for the Colleges strategy, now more than
ever it is really important for these
students to benefit from exposure to
industry professionals, develop their skills
and help them become more confident
and well prepared for the world of work.
The range of partner organisations that
Circl works with from all types of sectors
is appealing to many of our students and
when we saw your comms and the list of
benefits we really couldn’t see any reason
why we wouldn’t encourage our students
to apply and get involved with such an
exciting opportunity that has no cost to
them.

What have been the benefits of this
partnership to your students?

The confidence that they seem to develop
over the course. They have reported the
programme to be influential in their career
progression and skill development. They
create new networking skills and contacts
that they have utilised and continue a
professional relationship that they would not
have had an opportunity to start before. In
addition they have realised that by being
part of the programme working and learning
at the same level as the career professional
that they are breaking down the fear of
speaking to employers as they realise they
are learning and sharing in the process also.
We were impressed with Circl’s support for
students from underrepresented
backgrounds as this aligns closely with our
College strategy and focus on improving the
opportunities and experiences for these
students to enrich their career thinking and
progression.

CASE STUDY 

Lisa Medd, Placements and Work-Based Learning Manager, 
Royal Holloway University of London



Our Community Manager joined in February 2022, since then:

IMPACT FOR 
OUR COMMUNITY
This section is all about growth and impact within our community space and we
can’t wait to bring our community together for more tailored events in the future!

9 29 8.7
community
events
have been
held

people 
 attended
on average

Attendees rated
the alumni
events content
as 8.73/ 10

Our events have spanned a range of different topics including bespoke career
workshops from some of our clients e.g. Landsec, skills sessions such as a LinkedIn
masterclasses which help to improve employability and finally, events tailored towards
inclusivity e.g. our LGBTQ+ event.

Learnings from LGBTQ+ event guest: “"Ally is a verb not a noun" was a very good
phrase I have taken away from here”

Feedback from Circl ~ Meta event guest: “Such a great event, I really loved hearing
from Meta employees and loved hearing Temi and Yasmin’s story of the impact of Circl
on their journey.”

92%
growth in
our
LinkedIn
Group



“I was partnered with Melvin and
although all learning sessions and one-
to-one meetings were online, we hit it
off straight away. Over the weeks, a
strong bond of openness and trust grew
as we worked through our individual
goals, coaching each other.

After graduating from the programme,
we met in person when I visited family
living close to Melvin’s home on the
same weekend that he carried the
Queen's Baton for the Commonwealth
Games. Although we’d only known each
other for a few months, it was like
greeting a friend we’d known for years. It
further strengthened the bond between
us and we plan to stay connected and
will keep coaching each other.”

DILAN, FUTURE LEADER, 
02 PROGRAMME

“My favourite part of the programme
was definitely meeting and working
with my match, Uzma. Even a year
later we've stayed in touch as we’re
so aligned to one another and feel
like sisters. In fact we even ended up
meeting in person for dinner in
London a little while ago where I met
Uzma's husband and Uzma met my
friend. 

We were a hugely amazing match and
the programme led to me excelling
more in other areas of my life. The
programme boosts your self-esteem
and confidence and practically for me
this meant that I was chosen by
Debate Mate Limited to work with
corporate companies like McKinsey to
support them on projects due to my
communication skills. I believe the
programme directly improved my
communication skills due to the
focus on active listening and asking
powerful questions.”

STAYING CONNECTED
BEYOND THE PROGRAMME
As you’ve probably gathered by now, the most unique aspect of the Circl
programme are the Circl matches, where we connect a like-minded professional
and Future Leader to work together on the programme and be equal coach and
coachee. We often hear at graduation about how these coaching partners have
become “life-long friends'' and exclamations about the “Circl match magic” being
real! We encourage our matches to stay in touch beyond the programme to further
this special bond and continue coaching.

A FRIENDSHIP FOR LIFE ~ LAURA
GOSLING, PROFESSIONAL, PEPPER
ADVANTAGE



Towards the start of 2022, Circl was
officially certified as a B Corporation
- a designation that a business meets
high standards of verified
performance across various areas,
including demonstrating high social
and environmental performance. Now
part of the B Corp movement, Circl is
proud to be part of a bigger
community seeking to balance profit
with purpose and make business a
force for good.

Recently, Circl was shortlisted for
being ‘Best for the World 2022:
Customers’ - alongside other
companies who are top performers in
contributing to the economic and
social well-being of the communities
in which they operate, building a
shared sustainable prosperity for all. 

We are a B Corp social
enterprise committed to
social impact. 

As a social enterprise, Circl is
a business which trades for a
social purpose, contributing
to reducing economic
inequality and improving
social justice.

CIRCL EMERGING AS A THOUGHT
LEADER 

As Circl grows as an organisation, so do
the learnings that we have to share. As
part of our commitment to helping to
create real change to social mobility and
inclusion in the workplace, we
understand the important role we play
as an organisation. This not only includes
highlighting the key learnings from our
programmes themselves but, more
importantly, elevating the voices of
those we work with whose unique
insights are powerful lessons for the
industry.

This year, we have participated in more
panels and discussion forums than ever
before, bringing along our Future
Leaders and DEI partners to share their
thoughts as well. By providing a platform
for Future Leaders, whose lived
experiences provide lessons for us all,
the discussions have been thought
provoking and have challenged
commonly held beliefs. As we look to
the coming year, our thought leadership
in this space is set to grow as we
continue to share the lessons learned
from all sides of the social mobility
story.



In March 2022 we conducted our first
longitudinal impact assessment to determine
what impact the programme had on
participants 6 months or more after
graduating. Here is a summary of the results:

IMPROVED WORKPLACE COACHING CULTURE BUILDING MORE INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP

BETTER FUTURE LEADER WORK PROSPECTS

75% 75%

67%

82%

72%

72%

continued
coaching after the
programme

believe they
are a more
inclusive
leader

attribute
programme
to new
job role

reported
increased
confidence

better understand
colleagues or clients
from different
backgrounds

use
coaching
when
participating
in meetings

“I am more curious to
understand as many points
of view on tasks and
initiatives as I can to be sure
we are delivering work that
addresses all rather than the
few.” 
Professional, Unruly

LONG-TERM
IMPACT
ASSESSMENT
RESULTS



THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR
PARTNERS AND CLIENTS



Methodology:

Data in this report has been collected from various sources.
Please find details of sample size and range below.

360 Survey: 
Feedback from professional participants' line managers,
peers and colleagues, Sept 2021- Sept 2022, 154
respondents.

Long - term impact Survey:
Impact data collected from participants who completed our
programmes more than 6 months ago, Sept 2019 - March
2022, 57 professionals and 49 Future Leaders responded
across 25 different organisations and 27 different
programmes.

Future Leaders End Of Programme Survey: 
Programme feedback from Future Leaders, Sept 2021 - Sept
2022,  278 respondents.

Professionals End of Programme Survey: 
Programme feedback from Professionals, Sept 2021 - Sept
2022, 231 respondents.

Internal Circl data: 
Data about programmes and participants is collected by
Circl, Sept 2021 - Sept 2022.

Client Feedback Survey: 
Feedback from our client partners, Sept 2021 - Sept 2022, 5
respondents (only qualitative data has been used in this
report due to unrepresentative sample size).


